Purpose: Agreement across methods for identifying students as inadequate responders or as learning disabled is often poor. We report (1) an empirical examination of final status (postintervention benchmarks) and dual-discrepancy growth methods based on growth during the intervention and final status for assessing response to intervention and (2) a statistical simulation of psychometric issues that may explain low agreement. Methods: After a Tier 2 intervention, final status benchmark criteria were used to identify 104 inadequate and 85 adequate responders to intervention, with comparisons of agreement and coverage for these methods and a dual-discrepancy method. Factors affecting agreement were investigated using computer simulation to manipulate reliability, the intercorrelation between measures, cutoff points, normative samples, and sample size. Results: Identification of inadequate responders based on individual measures showed that single measures tended not to identify many members of the pool of 104 inadequate responders. Poor to fair levels of agreement for identifying inadequate responders were apparent between pairs of measures. In the simulation, comparisons across 2 simulated measures generated indices of agreement (κ) that were generally low because of multiple psychometric issues inherent in any test. Conclusions: Expecting excellent agreement between 2 correlated tests with even small amounts of unreliability may not be realistic. Assessing outcomes based on multiple measures, such as level of curriculum-based measure performance and short norm-referenced assessments of fluency, may improve the reliability of diagnostic decisions.
I
DENTIFYING STUDENTS who may be eligible for special education services because they have failed to respond adequately to educational interventions lies at the heart of all response to intervention (RTI) service delivery models. Many methods have been proposed for making these decisions. However,
Agreement and Coverage of Indicators of Response to Intervention
75 different methods often lead to different decisions for individual children, partly because different measures are used to operationalize inadequate response. The objective of this article is to examine the problem of agreement across multiple methods for measuring RTI. We report on two studies, one an empirical evaluation of response to a Tier 2 reading intervention and the other a computerbased simulation of psychometric issues that affect agreement in decision making and that may explain why relatively low agreement has been reported in studies of RTI. Although the issue of diagnostic agreement has been addressed in research studies on assessment, many issues arise because multiple measures, methods, and criteria are used to determine the status of a student and these issues are not adequately understood in practice. This problem is especially important for RTI models because (1) RTI decision making is complex and involves multiple measures, methods, and criteria and (2) the lack of agreement across different measures, methods, and criteria for assessing intervention response is a common criticism of RTI (Hale et al., 2010; Reynolds & Shaywitz, 2009) . In fact, the issue of agreement in decision making is not unique to RTI and is important in any clinical domain in which a student must be identified with a learning disability (LD), speech and language impairment, intellectual disability, or other developmental disorder for which tests provide important diagnostic information.
To illustrate, a number of states have adopted identification methods for LD based on an RTI service delivery framework aligned with consensus statements about best practice in identification (Bradley, Danielson, & Hallahan, 2002) . These methods often have three essential components. The first is evidence of inadequate achievement, defined as performance on a norm-referenced achievement test that is well below average (e.g., 1 SD; 16th percentile) after a series of intensive interventions. The second criterion is based on insufficient progress in response to intensive evidence-based interventions, usually based on progress monitoring data obtained during interventions. These assessments target rates of growth across the intervention period, with a student considered an inadequate responder if his or her growth rate is below a defined threshold (e.g., 1 SD below typically achieving students). The third component involves statutory requirements for consideration of other disabilities and conditions that may explain low achievement and exclude the student from the LD category.
States generally do not stipulate how these criteria should be assessed, that is, what tests should be used. Different districts (and different professionals) often vary in which tests are used to measure low achievement and intervention response. For example, consider how two professionals charged with evaluating students for LD might differ in approach. To assess low achievement, the first selects a set of norm-referenced tests measuring achievement domains from the Woodcock Johnson III Tests of Achievement (WJIII; Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001 ). For progress monitoring, this professional chooses a timed oral reading fluency curriculum-based measure (CBM), specifically, the Continuous Monitoring of Early Reading Skills (CMERS; Mathes & Torgesen, 2008) . The second decides to use achievement tests that include the same ones from the WJIII and also the Test of Word Reading Efficiency (TOWRE; Torgesen, Wagner, & Rashotte, 1999) . For progress monitoring, this professional selects fluency measures from AimsWeb Maze (Shinn & Shinn, 2002) . Both professionals implement progress monitoring during intervention and compute slopes to determine whether a student's growth trajectory will eventually result in average achievement. They use the cutoff points required at the state level to determine adequate RTI. One question that emerges is whether the method used by Professional 1 will identify the same or different students as the method used by Professional 2, even though the tests are similar. A second question is whether the test of low achievement and the CBM will agree within each method. Finally, if the methods used by Professionals 1 and 2 do not identify the same students, does lack of 76 TOPICS IN LANGUAGE DISORDERS/JANUARY-MARCH 2014 agreement reflect attributes of the students or of the tests?
These issues are fundamental questions for research, practice, and public policy involving children with disabilities. They are not new questions specific to the RTI service delivery framework. For LD, they were raised for IQ-achievement discrepancy methods when they were first implemented in 1977 because of differences in how aptitude and achievement discrepancies were assessed across districts and states and in the scientific literature on LD. Because of these differences in implementation, LD identification decisions often reflected the methods used rather than attributes that occurred reliably across students. With the adoption of RTI models, the same issues emerge (Fuchs & Deshler, 2007) .
RTI METHODS FOR IDENTIFICATION
Methods for identifying inadequate responders largely involve comparisons of assessments of final status (postintervention) with benchmarks and methods that incorporate rate of growth. Final status methods compare postintervention test scores with a criterion that may be norm-referenced or criterionreferenced based on a CBM. Because CBMs used for progress monitoring are repeated several times during the course of the intervention, the amount of change over time can be computed as a slope (e.g., growth in words read correctly per minute) to quantify growth in the target reading skill that occurred during intervention.
The most widely accepted identification method using a measure of growth is a dualdiscrepancy approach that compares the rate of growth (slope) and level of performance (final status) on a series of CBMs to same-aged peers or to local or national norms, requiring deficits on both indices (Fuchs & Deshler, 2007) . In comparing these final status and growth methods, Fuchs and Deshler concluded that the application of different methods was problematic because it resulted "in varying prevalence rates, severity, and stability." They continued:
All of this suggests an urgent need for a data-based consensus about what RTI methods of disability identification (in combination with which measures, testing frequencies, and cut points) will be most useful. With such consensus, greater consistency in "reading disability" and "learning disability" designations across schools, districts, and states might be achieved. (p. 134)
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF RTI METHODS
Several studies have evaluated the validity of methods based on RTI, generally showing that different methods disagree about which students are inadequate responders (Burns & Senesac, 2005; Vellutino, Scanlon, Small, & Fanuele, 2006) . This suggests reliability problems when efforts are made to identify individual students as inadequate responders or as learning disabled. Because the tests themselves are often highly reliable (>.90), the reliability problem might be addressed by comparing agreement across different measures and by asking how well single measures or sets of measures identify students who are considered inadequate responders.
This type of study is difficult because there is no "gold standard" for identifying inadequate responders or those as learning disabled, so comparison of students identified across methods is a common approach. In studies of the agreement of different diagnostic approaches, it is common to use a statistical index of agreement such as κ (Cohen, 1960) , which corrects for chance agreement. By convention, κ > 0.75 is considered excellent, 0.60-0.74 good, 0.40-0.59 fair, and <0.40 poor (Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981) . Across different areas of research, κ usually ranges between 0.4 and 0.8 (Kraemer, 1979) , with strong consensus that κ < 0.40 is undesirable.
Only a few studies report the actual levels of agreement and coverage across methods derived from RTI (Barth et al., 2008; Brown Waesche, Schatschneider, Maner, Ahmed, & Wagner, 2011; Burns, Scholin, Kosciolek, & Livingston, 2010; Speece & Case, 2001 ).
These studies show levels of agreement in the poor to fair range that are generally below desirable levels. In addition, they demonstrate the influence of different measures and cutoff points in the identification of inadequate responders. Barth et al. (2008) examined differences in cutoff points, tests, and methods used to identify inadequate responders after a Grade 1 Tier 2 reading intervention involving 399 students (Mathes et al., 2005) . The methods included two assessments incorporating growth that estimated both a slopes-only method and a dual-discrepancy method. In addition, four final status measures assessing decoding, fluency, and comprehension were used. Cutoff points were set at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 SDs below the normative group. Across more than 800 comparisons, about two-thirds yielded κ < 0.40 (i.e., poor). Burns et al. (2010) used progress monitoring data on 30 students receiving intervention to compare decisions about the adequacy of response using a dual-discrepancy method and a method based on progress toward a benchmark. Dividing each set of data into two sets resulted in a poor level of agreement (κ = 0.29) for the growth to a benchmark method and a fair level of agreement for the dual-discrepancy method (κ = 0.58). The authors concluded that the two methods would have resulted in different decisions for 40% of the students and that neither was adequate for high-stakes decision making.
Brown Waesche et al. (2011) compared agreement for passage-based and nonsense word fluency CBM assessments in 288,114 students in Grades 1-3. Four definitions of reading disability were used, including absolute low achievement and three RTI definitions: final end point, growth, and a dual-discrepancy method. Each definition was evaluated at 6 cutoff points ranging from the 3rd to the 25th percentiles. Rates of agreement were generally poor to fair, with lowest agreement between absolute low achievement and the definitions based on RTI. In addition, agreement was lower for inadequate responders than for adequate responders, especially at lower cutoff points. Speece and Case (2001) reported that dualdiscrepancy models had better coverage for identifying inadequate responders than that for methods based on IQ-achievement discrepancy or end-of-year norm-referenced assessments. Only 25% of students with dual discrepancies met IQ-achievement criteria and 62% met low achievement criteria. Speece, Case, and Molloy (2003) found that in Grade 1 and 2 samples, dual-discrepancy models identified children as inadequate responders who were not identified by simple low achievement measures. However, this contrast was based on the use of decoding measures for low achievement and IQ-discrepancy methods and fluency assessments for the dualdiscrepancy methods.
BASIS FOR LOW AGREEMENT
These studies demonstrate that the tests used to assess low achievement and instructional response and the placement of cutoff points on normally distributed skills affect identification of inadequate responders. There are no established standards for the placement of cutoff points that indicate low achievement or inadequate response, so variations in practice may reflect the number of children who can be served (Fuchs & Deshler, 2007) . Cutoff points influence agreement and the kinds of misidentification errors that emerge when tests are used for diagnostic decision making. All other things being equal, lower cutoff points (i.e., more severity) produce lower false-positive rates (i.e., reduced identification of students as learning disabled who are not really learning disabled) and higher false-negative rates (i.e., increased rates of missing students who should be identified as learning disabled), which are always a tradeoff in any decision-making context. If the cutoff point is placed closer to the mean of the distribution, false-positive rates rise. This kind of tradeoff and the nature of these errors are universal across diagnostic decisionmaking contexts, such as a psychiatric Measurement error and other issues affecting the correlations among tests also affect agreement in test-based decision making. These problems are magnified if the attributes of interest (in this situation, level of achievement, growth on a CBM) represent unbroken continua (i.e., dimensions), with no qualitative thresholds indicating discrete groups (Markon, Chmielewski, & Miller, 2011) . This would imply that LD is not categorical, as is true for many developmental disorders. When traits are continuous, cutoff points are arbitrary. Moreover, measurement error makes it difficult to precisely locate a student's true status in relation to any chosen cutoff point, which reduces agreement across tests. Individuals' observed scores would fluctuate above and below the cutoff point because of the measurement error in an assessment . The proximity of the cutoff score to the individual's true ability increases the likelihood that observed test scores for the individual would fluctuate across the boundary defined by the cutoff score.
There is evidence that the attributes of LD or inadequate response exist on a continuum. Little empirical evidence shows qualitative breaks in the distributions of the observed indicators of these attributes (e.g., achievement, instructional response, cognitive discrepancies) that would indicate discrete categories (Ellis, 1984; Snowling & Hulme, 2012; Vellutino et al., 2006) . The precision with which people can be placed in different parts of a continuous distribution is affected by the reliability of individual test scores. When individuals are being collocated on multiple dimensions at the same time (e.g., decoding and fluency, or IQ and achievement), precision is also affected by the intercorrelations of the underlying constructs measured by the tests and the distance of the cutoff point(s) from the mean of the distribution(s). Lower levels of agreement are expected when cutoff points are set low on the ability continuum because ability is measured with less precision at either end of the continuum, typically because there are fewer items to discriminate students with the lowest or highest abilities. Although it is possible to design adaptive tests to give better precision at the extremes of ability, few tests used for disability identification are designed in such a way. Although not discussed to this point, when different tests are used, sampling differences may also affect agreement. In particular, differences in the normative samples can influence agreement, along with the sample size in which determinations of instructional response are made.
RATIONALE FOR THE PRESENT STUDIES
Agreement is a pivotal issue for any approach to the identification of a student as an inadequate responder and/or as learning disabled, but there is not much information on how well different methods agree or the basis of low agreement. We evaluated agreement and coverage based on two final status normreferenced tests of decoding and fluency administered after Tier 2 intervention. In addition, we used a passage fluency assessment, administered repeatedly over the course of a Tier 2 intervention as a progress monitoring measure. This yielded assessments of final status based on CBM fluency rate and dual discrepancy (slope and final status). In addition to evaluating agreement across these four methods, subgroups identified by different measures were compared on achievement levels to understand how the methods might be performing relative to an external standard. On the basis of previous research, we expected low agreement across single indicators but expanded on previous research by evaluating subgroups against external criteria. To address the basis for low agreement, we then simulated agreement across two reliable final status measures used in the empirical study to address effects of variations in reliability, test intercorrelations, cutoff points, normative differences, and sample size on agreement and coverage.
STUDY 1: OBSERVED AGREEMENT AND COVERAGE ACROSS INDICES OF RTI Methods

Participants and definitions of inadequate response
In a study of inadequate responders to a Tier 2 Grade 1 intervention ), Fletcher et al. (2011 identified 104 inadequate responders based on the separate application of three final status measures: norm-referenced assessments of untimed and timed decoding skills and fluency rates from a passage fluency CBM. Untimed decoding was assessed with the Woodcock-Johnson III Basic Reading Skills composite (WJIII; Woodcock et al., 2001) , representing a measure used to identify inadequate responders in several studies (Speece et al., 2003; Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino et al., 2006) . Timed word reading fluency was assessed with the composite score from the TOWRE (Torgesen et al., 1999) , which has not been used in previous studies. For both assessments, inadequate response was defined as a standard score (SS) below 91 based on previous studies (Speece et al., 2003; Torgesen, 2000; Vellutino et al., 2006) . The passage fluency measure, representing a type of CBM commonly used to assess intervention response (e.g., Burns et al., 2010) , was the CMERS (Mathes & Torgesen, 2008) , with an oral reading fluency rate of 20 words correct per minute (wcpm) or fewer, indicating inadequate RTI. To implement a dual-discrepancy method, we computed growth curves for the CBM measure over the 11 waves of progress monitoring during the course of the school year: Four measures were taken prior to intervention at 2-week intervals and then seven measures were taken during the intervention at 2-week intervals. On the basis of previous research (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Speece et al., 2003) , we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the slopes for the typically achieving group and identified students as inadequate responders if both their slopes and final status measure were 1 SD below the mean of the typical achieving group. The slope cutoff point was 2.42 words per minute per wave, and the final status measure was about 20 words per minute. Note that these assessments are based on local norms.
Examining just the final status measures (WJIII, TOWRE, CMERS benchmark), application of the cutoff points (Table 1) yielded two subgroups with impairments in decoding and fluency. The first subgroup fell below criteria on both fluency assessments (n = 19); the second subgroup fell below criteria on the TOWRE but not on the CMERS 20 (n = 10). Three subgroups had problems in fluency but not decoding. The first fluency group (n = 41) fell below both TOWRE and CMERS 20 criteria. Fluency Group 2 (n = 14) fell below only the CMERS 20 criterion, whereas Fluency Group 3 (n = 20) fell below only the TOWRE criterion. In addition to these students judged to be inadequate responders, there were 85 who received intervention and were above criteria on all three measures and thus judged to be adequate responders. The study also included 69 typically developing students randomly drawn from the original sample of students not at risk and therefore not randomized to intervention.
Procedures
Single measures
To understand how the different measures detected students as inadequate responders, we treated the 104 students identified by one or more of the four methods as a pool of students who, at a latent level, could be true inadequate responders. However, at the observed level, measurement error and problems associated with the use of single indicators and different constructs were responsible for the lack of agreement across measures and criteria. In addition, we included the 85 responders who did not meet criteria on any of the instructional response measures. For the 104 inadequate responders, we first assessed the number of students in the pool identified by a single measure (coverage) and the number of students missed by single indicators, which we defined as "false-negatives" relative to the total pool of inadequate responders. False-positive rates cannot be meaningfully estimated in this situation for the original criteria because, by definition, any individual meeting any one of the original criteria was deemed to be an inadequate responder. Thus, one could say that the false-positive rate has been artificially set at zero for the original criteria by virtue of our designation of all individuals meeting at least one criterion as inadequate responders at the latent level and our designation of all individuals meeting none of the criteria as adequate responders. We then evaluated the effect of adjusting the CMERS cutoff point upward and also a dual-discrepancy method on the final status decisions. As the criteria for identification are changed, the impact on both false-positive and false-negative rates can be judged.
External comparisons
Because there is no "gold standard" for defining an inadequate responder at the observed level, we then evaluated subgroups of inadequate responders against external achievement measures not used to identify inadequate responders. Because of the overlap in the groups and the previous demonstration that subgroups of adequate and inadequate responders could be differentiated on external cognitive variables, we focused on external achievement variables that might differentiate students identified only by a single criterion. If a subgroup validly represents inadequate responders, we expected lower scores on external measures compared with expectations for typically developing children. We included assessments of other academic skills not used to form the groups: norm-referenced tests of spelling, reading comprehension, and mathematical computations from the WJIII (Woodcock et al., 2001 ) and a CBM assessment of reading fluency in which the child fills in passages with missing words over a 3-minute time period (AimsWeb Maze; Shinn & Shinn, 2002) . These measures are well known with strong reliability and validity as described in Fletcher et al. (2011) .
Agreement
Finally, we evaluated agreement across pairs of measures. This assessment was based on κ, which is a chance-corrected index of agreement. The results were interpreted using conventional rubrics for interpreting agreement identified above (>0.75 excellent; 0.60-0.74 good; 0.40-0.59 fair; and <0.40 poor; Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981) . Because κ can be low when agreement seems high (often termed a paradox), we also computed the average positive agreement (P pos ), which is the conditional probability of a positive assignment on one measure if it was found on the other, and the average negative agreement (P neg ), which is the conditional probability of the classification made with one measure being negative if it was negative with the other measure (Cicchetti & Feinstein, 1990) . These two indices are not corrected for chance, but they give the same value as κ if corrected for chance.
Results of Study 1
Table 1 presents subgroups from the entire sample (n = 258) resulting from application of the four methods. This table provides raw counts, including subgroup and cumulative frequencies that lead directly to computation of coverage and misses and of levels of agreement. (87%). The CMERS 20 indicator identified 19 of 29 in the decoding/fluency group, and 55 of 75 of the fluency group, for a total coverage of 74 of 104 (71%). For each of these single indicators, the false-negative rate is the inverse of percent agreement and will prove useful when we evaluate the effects of adjusting the CMERS cutoff point and the dual-discrepancy method.
Coverage and misses
Final status indicators
Adjusting the CMERS criterion
The 20-wcpm cutoff point for CMERS may not be at the 25th percentile used for the WJIII and TOWRE because it lacks a normreferenced standardization (see Fletcher et al., 2011) . If we adjust the CMERS criterion to an approximation of the 25th percentile using the Hasbrouck and Tindal (2006) norms (<28 wcpm), false-negatives are reduced from 0.29 to 0.11 (16/104). However, 24 students move from the adequate to inadequate responder group, with no typicals changing groups. Although these students would be designated as false-positives based on the definitions that we initially established to create known groups of adequate and inadequate responders, whether these students are truly false-positives (as designated by the current criterion) or false-negatives (based on the original criteria) is impossible to know, because children's true status as responders is unknown and there is no way to determine whether the CMERS 20 or CMERS 28 criterion is the correct criterion. Had we begun with the CMERS 28 criterion, these students would have begun with designations as inadequate responders, by definition. Because intervention response, as indexed by measures of status or growth, exists on a continuum, changing the criterion changes the designation for some individuals. In this case, such a change would significantly increase the size of the fluency group impaired only on the CMERS. As Table 3 shows, this latter subgroup generally has standard scores on other achievement measures in the average range. Table 2 shows that the dual-discrepancy method by itself identified 91% of the 104 inadequate responders (i.e., false-negative rate = 0.09). However, the identified pool (n = 134) is larger, with 29 final status adequate responders and 1 typically developing reader identified as inadequate responders. Table 3 shows that, as a group, these children are adequate achievers on achievement measures not used to define the groups. Of the final status sample of 104 inadequate responders, the TOWRE did not identify 13% of the dual-discrepancy group but the dualdiscrepancy criterion missed 8% of the students identified by the TOWRE. The WJIII missed 65% of the dual-discrepancy group, but the dual-discrepancy method missed two (2%) of the severely impaired (Fletcher et al., 2011) decoding/fluency group and one (1%) in the CMERS 20 -only group. If the cutoff point for the CMERS is moved to 28 wcpm, the identified pool rises to 139, again suggesting identification of less impaired students as inadequate responders.
Dual-discrepancy comparisons
External measures of achievement
To help address possible false-positive identifications, Table 3 provides means and standard deviations on external achievement measures for the subgroups identified only by each of the single final status indicators (CMERS 20 , CMERS 28 , and TOWRE). In addition, we included the 30 students identified by the dual discrepancy (DD) criterion as inadequate responders and by the other measures as adequate responders. Some students identified by the DD criterion were also identified by the other criteria, but the focus for We did not analyze the data for statistical significance because some of the comparisons may be underpowered. Rather, we focused on differences in magnitude by considering descriptive estimates of effect size. The three CMERS groups (CMERS 20 -only, CMERS 28 -only, and DD-only) are very similar to one another across all measures except for the CMERS, which was used to create groups. Standard score differences between the highest and lowest group means expressed as a fraction of the population SD of 15, range from 0.03 (for TOWRE) to 0.21 for WJIII Passage Comprehension. AimsWeb Maze maximum difference relative to a sample-based SD of 0.29 was 0.17. The three CMERS-based groups differed from the group defined by CMERS 20 -TOWRE-WJIII by as little as a standardized difference of 0.2 for AimsWeb Maze to as much as 1.24 (by design) for the WJIII Basic Reading composite. The same three groups differed from the TOWRE-only group by as little as a standardized difference of 0.10 for the AimsWeb Maze to as much as 0.79 (by design) on the TOWRE. The scores for the TOWRE-only group tended to be a little lower than the three methods involving the CMERS, especially for reading comprehension, but are still much higher than for students identified by two measures in Fletcher et al. (2011) . Table 4 presents κ, uncorrected agreement, P pos , and P neg for each pair of final status and dual-discrepancy indicators, now also including agreement involving adequate response. These indices were computed on the basis of the Cicchetti and Feinstein (1990) index, which explicitly addresses the paradox of low κ, higher agreement when there is imbalance in sensitivity and specificity, suggesting a need to report all four indices. How single measures performed is a key to understanding agreement. Because the WJIII missed all the fluency-impaired inadequate responders, κ is 0.19 for WJIII and CMERS 20 , 0.33 for WJIII and TOWRE, and 0.14 for WJIII and DD, all poor. The WJIII-TOWRE and WJIII-CMERS 20 agree on about two thirds of the students. This is because positive agreement (P pos ) is low (<.50) for each of these three pairs, with negative agreement much higher and imbalanced relative to P pos for WJIII and either TOWRE or CMERS 20 (.76 for both). The dualdiscrepancy approach introduces discrepancies in both positive and negative agreements, so P pos and P neg are both lower but still imbalanced. The dual-discrepancy approach yields κ = 0.48 with either TOWRE or CMERS 20 , with agreement on more than 70% of the Table 3 shows that these 14 children include many with adequate achievement.
Agreement across pairs of measures
STUDY 2: SIMULATION Methods
Because Study 1 showed poor to fair levels of agreement, we simulated agreement for the WJIII and TOWRE to understand better why agreement was not stronger. The simulation allowed us to manipulate the effect of differences in test reliability and intercorrelations, as well as cutoff points, normative differences, and sample size.
All data were generated using the SAS 9.2 (SAS Institute, 2008) RANNOR function. For each condition except for the small sample size conditions, 100,000 simulated observations were generated to ensure adequate precision in κ estimates. General true scores were generated for each observation with a mean of zero and SD of 1. Correlations among construct true scores were attained by allowing each construct score to load on the general true score in proportion to the square root of the desired correlation between constructs. For example, for conditions where only one construct was considered, this loading would be 1. For constructs that correlated .81, the loading was set to 0.9.
Construct-level correlations were chosen to approximate closely the original study conditions by disattenuating the observed correlations for unreliability (Kenny, 1979) . The disattentuated correlation is calculated by dividing by the observed correlation by the product of the square roots of the reliabilities of the two measures. Construct-level variables assumed perfect reliability in the simulation that assessed κ with perfect measurement. Observed scores with less than perfect reliability were created for each measure by making a weighted composite of the construct true score and random error. Observed scores were then rescaled to have a mean of 100 and SD of 15 and rounded to whole numbers. Cutoff points were applied to dichotomize the distributions into observations that met and did not meet each criterion for computing κ at standard scores of 80, 90, and 100.
Results of Study 2
If the WJIII and TOWRE were perfectly reliable and correlated to 1.0, κ would be 1.0, representing perfect agreement. The cutoff point would not matter. In our data, the observed κ for WJIII and TOWRE was 0.38. The correlation of WJIII and TOWRE was .88. The published reliabilities are .98 for WJIII and .90 for TOWRE. Consequently, agreement will likely be lower than 1.0 because, although highly correlated and reliable, the measures are not perfect.
Imperfect correlation
The disattentuated construct-level correlation (correcting for unreliability in the observed measures) between these two assessments was .94. Simulating two normally distributed, perfectly measured variables with a correlation of .94, and a cutoff point at the 25 percentile (SS = 90), yielded κ = 0.76, which is the lower end of the excellent interval. The only factor manipulated was the correlation between the two constructs, so the correlation of .94 dropped κ from 1.0 to 0.76. If the cutoff point was placed lower (SS = 80), κ = 0.72; at SS = 100, κ = 0.77.
Imperfect reliability
To further address the poor κ observed in our sample, we manipulated the reliability in the measurement while allowing the correlation between the two constructs to be 1.0. When both assessments measured exactly the same construct, but one had a reliability of .98 (WJIII) and the other had a reliability of .90 (TOWRE) with cutoff points at the 25th percentile, κ was again 0.76. At 80, κ = 0.72; at 100, κ = 0.78.
Imperfect reliability and correlation
If the construct-level correlation is .94 and we use the published reliabilities of .98 and .90, the simulation yields κ = 0.67 at the 25th percentile (SS = 90). At 80, κ = 0.62; at 100, κ = 0.68. These figures are higher than the 0.38 for WJIII and TOWRE observed in Study 1 but comparable with the best levels of agreement in Table 4 .
Normative sample differences
To address possible normative sample differences, we note that 11% of the WJIII observations and 35% of the TOWRE observations in our sample fell below the nominal 25th percentile cutoff. Thus, our sample performed lower than the norming sample on TOWRE and higher than the norming sample on WJIII. Adjusting the cutoff points in the simulation to replicate the proportions in our sample (standard scores below 83 for the WJIII and below 95 for the TOWRE) reduced κ to 0.39. It is possible that the differences between our sample and norming populations were due to selection bias in our sample.
Sample size
Finally, these values of κ are based on 100,000 observations, so sampling error is almost nonexistent. This is not the case when sample sizes are smaller. We ran 100 replications of the simulation where the correlation between constructs was .94, the reliabilities were .98 and .90, the cutoff points were at the 35th and 11th percentiles, and the sample size (from Study 1) was 258. Across the 100 simulations, mean κ was 0.39, SD = 0.05 (range = 0.27-0.51).
DISCUSSION FOR BOTH STUDIES Agreement
As the simulation showed, expecting excellent agreement across measures for identifying inadequate RTI or evidence of LD is not realistic when using commonly adopted standards and methods for estimating agreement. Agreement rarely reached levels that would be considered "excellent" for κ even when the two measures were highly reliable and the constructs highly correlated, and the samples were large and presumably with the same normative basis. Simulated agreement was much lower when the measures were less reliable or assessed constructs that were different or were less highly correlated, when decisions were based on more extreme cutoff points, or when study samples were not simple random samples of the population, and the sample size was smaller. Previous studies of identification methods based on RTI service delivery frameworks have yielded low rates of agreement largely because of these psychometric and sample size issues.
These conclusions were supported by the empirical study, which showed levels of agreement generally well below the excellent range. Kappa values for measures of different constructs (decoding vs. fluency) were poor. For measures assessing the same construct, κ was higher and would be considered fair (Cicchetti & Sparrow, 1981) , although values of κ between 0.4 and 0.8 are often considered acceptable (Kraemer, 1979) . However, when coverage was examined, all pairs of measures of the same construct disagree on at least 30% of the inadequate responders.
Universality of agreement problems
These problems are not specific to RTI applications. The WJIII Basic Reading composite and the TOWRE composite are highly reliable norm-referenced assessments. At the nominal 25th percentile, the observed κ was 86 TOPICS IN LANGUAGE DISORDERS/JANUARY-MARCH 2014 0.38, indicating poor agreement between these measures, with simulated κ no higher than 0.76 under optimal conditions. Poor agreement would have emerged even if we had used different types of norm-referenced assessments for determining cognitive discrepancies (e.g., IQ-achievement discrepancies, cognitive profiles). Previous simulations of achievement cutoff points and in evaluations of observed cutoff points based on IQachievement discrepancies as well as simple low achievement Macmann, Barnett, Lombard, Belton-Kocher, & Sharpe, 1989) have shown substantial fluctuations on both sides of different cutoff points on repeated assessments or across methods and measures. As these simulations of IQachievement discrepancies showed, the same problems would emerge if cognitive discrepancies were the basis for identification. The measures are correlated and are not perfectly reliable, so agreement and coverage will vary with any method. Such problems are inherent to attempts to create groups based on cutoff points imposed on normally distributed variables that are not perfectly reliable, are intercorrelated, sometimes measure different constructs, and have different normative samples.
Multiple indices may improve identification
When multiple achievement criteria were used, a more consistent level of agreement could be reached. Although the pool seems large, this is partly the consequence of applying multiple criteria and a relatively weak intervention designed to mimic Tier 2 interventions commonly used by schools (see Denton et al., 2011) . A single measure of untimed word reading (WJIII) detected a group of severely impaired struggling readers but missed a large number of students with fluency difficulties, many of whom also struggle with comprehension. Comparisons of CBM fluency and untimed decoding measures, as in Speece et al. (2003) , may be misleading because they measure different constructs. It also seems reasonable that decoding accuracy is a prerequisite for decoding fluency because decoding accuracy is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for decoding fluency. Indeed, in this study, all of the children who scored below the 25th percentile on the WJIII Basic Reading composite met at least one of the criteria for fluency problems. Agreement was much higher for end-of-year final status CBM measures and a timed, norm-referenced assessment of fluency (TOWRE). Moreover, these two measures together agreed on 70 of 104 students, excluding the 14 identified only by the CMERS 20 who were largely in the average range on other academic tasks (Table 3 ) and the 20 identified by the TOWRE but not the CMERS. This level of agreement using two final status methods, one representing a norm-referenced measure and the other derived from a progress monitoring measure, was also observed in Barth et al. (2008) . In our previous study of this sample (Fletcher et al., 2011) , subgroups identified by two indicators had much lower levels of achievement than is apparent in Table 3 . Sole use of a CBM level of performance measure following intervention may not be adequate for identification of inadequate response because many of the children identified just by the CMERS 20 show adequate levels of achievement on other variables. If the CMERS 20 criterion was adjusted to an approximation of the 25th percentile (<28 wcpm), many less-impaired students shifted into the inadequate responder group. Our application of the dual-discrepancy method raised issues similar to sole application of the CMERS 20 benchmark, missing some students in the final status pool of 104 inadequate responders but identifying many questionably impaired students as inadequate responders. Speece et al. (2003) argued that dual-discrepancy methods had better coverage than assessments using end-of-year norm-referenced achievement tests (only decoding) because of the assessment of growth. This finding was not apparent in this study, possibly because we used a norm-referenced fluency measure. The dual-discrepancy measure also yielded potential false-positives, possibly because of the use of local norms. The findings should be replicated using a norm-referenced progress monitoring measure and additional manipulations of cutoff points.
Implications for practice
The analysis of empirical agreement data suggests that decisions about intervention response should not be made with a single measure. However, these results are limited to the sample and measures used. Other studies should attempt replication of the use of multiple measure approaches for identifying inadequate responders. Using multiple measures may ensure broader coverage, partly because this approach is less subject to the psychometric issues related to the capacity of a single test or criterion to precisely assess a student's status relative to a set cutoff point. An alternative would be to use confidence intervals for single measures, but simply assessing outcomes based on the level of CBM performance and then administering short normreferenced assessments of fluency may provide better agreement and coverage.
Little in these studies directly addresses the issue of the level of cutoff points. Agreement was generally higher closer to the mean of the distribution and lower if the cutoff point was further from the distribution mean. As the comparison of the two CMERS cutoff points shows, there will inevitably be tradeoffs of false-negative and false-positive errors as the cutoff point is changed, all other things being equal. Ultimately, such decisions are dependent on the base rate and resources.
An approach that takes advantage of the CBM data collected routinely by schools with the addition of short norm-referenced assessments may be easier for many schools to implement, given the need to compute slopes on the basis of CBM assessments if growth data are used and the difficulties in estimating and interpreting confidence intervals. The additional assessment would require less than 15 minutes and could identify a clearly readingimpaired pool of students. Such an approach could represent a multiple gating approach where highly sensitive measures (e.g., CBM progressing monitoring benchmarks) are used to trigger a need for short norm-referenced tests, thus ensuring stronger reliability and a form of incremental validity. In addition, other data that might explain inconsistent performance across the criteria could be examined, such as measures of reading comprehension and other academic areas such as mathematics. Furthermore, attention, behavior, and other aspects of adaptive functioning may need to be evaluated for some students to develop a comprehensive intervention plan.
In returning to the identification methodology adopted by several states and outlined in the introduction, the use of criteria based on both low achievement and inadequate instructional response was supported by the empirical study. The problems that may emerge involve the use of a rigid cutoff point, especially given the proximity of many stateadopted thresholds to the floor of the tests, which may be a particular disadvantage for younger students. At the very least, the standard error of measurement should be considered in decision making. There will still be disparities across districts because different tests will be used, so some effort to standardize assessments, as advocated by Fuchs and Deshler (2007) , may be useful.
As mandated by Individuals with Disabilities Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEA, 2004 and embodied in the rules adopted by most states after IDEA 2004, identification of inadequate responders or children eligible for special education as learning disabled requires multiple sources of information and is ultimately a decision made by an interdisciplinary team. The examples of methods in this article are only part of the information needed for identification of LD. However, how interdisciplinary teams make decisions and basic issues such as agreement and coverage is not well understood and should be studied. Despite the provisions for team-based decision making, this question has not been adequately studied for issues related to assessments of instructional response and LD.
Alternatives to a purely test-based, formulabased approach for the identification of inadequate response or LD must be sought, which is clearly illustrated in the present set of studies. In this regard, understanding that the attributes of inadequate responders and/or LD are dimensional and not representative of discrete subgroups suggests that approaches to identification should be more intervention oriented and less oriented to finding the right student. There are medical disorders where the defining and measured attributes are dimensional, such as obesity (weight) and hypertension (blood pressure). Identification of these disorders is a matter of degree and not of identifying discrete subgroups that are different in kind. Intervention is related to multiple indicators tied to assessments of functional outcomes (Ellis, 1984; Snowling & Hulme, 2012) . We do not have these types of data in the LD area. In their simulation of decision making based on Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Third Edition, profiles, Macmann and Barnett (1997) suggested as an alternative to psychometric decision making, which was not reliable in their study: "Hypotheses about needed skills (what to teach) and needed environments to support the development of those skills (how to teach) can be guided by research on effective instruction and systematic analyses of classroom environments in relation to those principles" (pp. 230-231).
One advantage of approaches to identification emanating from RTI frameworks, especially if they can be moved away from rigid cutoff points and psychometric criteria, is their focus on instruction and modifications of instruction as an ongoing process. In this respect, the critical question may well be a need for services triggered by multiple dimensions related to treatment as an ongoing process and not as a static assessment with a single time point. Historically, IDEA has focused schools and practitioners on the idea that diagnosis is needed to provide treatment. In fact, this approach implies that diagnosis reflects a discrete, static category that may not exist. Many of the eligibility decisions for special education (and other domains) are predicated on this idea, as well as the idea that intervention follows (and requires) diagnosis. For LD, intervention may be needed for diagnosis because there is no way to identify someone as learning disabled in the absence of adequate opportunity to learn. In an RTI model, intervention precedes diagnosis and thus makes assessment of both the disorder and the evidence that the disorder is a disability measurable, thus conforming to the two-pronged criteria inherent in IDEA-that is, to receive special education status, there must be evidence of both a disorder and an educational need related to the disorder.
